第

22 課

総合練習問題 １

GRAMMAR EXERCISES
Fill in the blanks.
1．A continental breakfast includes juice, bread, and coffee or tea.
S
( )
( )
(
) 文型
2．Americans have a big family dinner on _____.
(a) a Thanksgiving
(b) Thanksgiving
(c) the Thanksgiving
(d) a thanksgiving
3．This is _____ best steak I’ve ever eaten in my life.
(a) a
(b) an
(c) the
(d) (none)
4．I have been sick _____ past few days.
(a) this
(b) that
(c) these
(d) those
5．_____ will be cloudy tomorrow.
(a) That
(b) This
(c) It
(d) They
6．You already have many ties. You don’t need to buy _____.
(a) another
(b) other
(c) the other
(d) other tie
7．Every applicant last spring _____ good skills and experiences.
(a) have
(b) has
(c) has had
(d) had
8．When I went to see Dr. Rupp, he _____ exams.
(a) graded (b) was grading (c) were grading (d) has been grading
9．Mr. Scott _____ home today, and he will be back at 9:00 tomorrow.
(a) went
(b) has gone
(c) had gone
(d) goes
10．If I were Kim, I _____ to graduate school.
(a) would go (b) go
(c) will go
(d) goes
11．Because of the flood, my house was completely covered _____ mud.
(a) with
(b) to
(c) on
(d) of
12．I have one important thing _____ you.
(a) talking
(b) to talk
(c) to be told
(d) to tell
13．It is easier _____ in the sea.
(a) swimming (b) swmiming
(c) to swim
(d) to swimming
14．I was relieved to see that my daughter _____ safe.
(a) is
(b) was
(c) be
(d) were
15．Sorry, I am busy _____ documents for the meeting.
(a) to copy
(b) to have copied (c) copying
(d) copy
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ADVANCED EXERCISES
A．Listen to the tape and fill in the blanks.
Sabrina: You (
) discouraged.
Miguel: I seem (
) trouble (
)
with Americans (
).
Sabrina: (
)?
Miguel: Well, I answer (
), but the conversations
(
).
Sabrina: One thing you can do is (
).
For example, if you are asked where you’re from,
(
), and then(
). That
shows that (
), and (
).
Miguel: I see. (
)?
Sabrina: You shouldn’t just (
). You should
(
). That also shows that (
).
Miguel: That’s good advice. (
).
Sabrina: Good luck.
1．How does Sabrina think Miguel looks?
2．What problem is Miguel having?
3．What is the first piece of advice that Sabrina gives Miguel?
4．What is the advantage of doing this?
5．What is the second piece of advice?
6．Does Miguel seem to be happy with the advice?

B．Write five sentences about the topic of conversation above. Then using those
sentences, write a short essay (about 50-70 words).
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